Newfoundland
An East Coast Odyssey
Wool, Whales, Wildflowers, History, Culture and Puffins
Saltwater Mittens, Rug Hooking, Felting & Exploring a Fiber Arts Road Less Traveled

“ Newfoundland, The Next Great Undiscovered Getaway”
~ Travel & Leisure

July 7 - 21, 2022
“Uncommon Textile Journeys
that Change Lives”

Welcome to Newfoundland
“The Rock”
A landscape of fierce beauty and an island that moves to its own beat;
Whales, puffins and icebergs showcase nature like you’ve never seen before!

At the far edge of the North American continent, Newfoundland is a place of rugged beauty with serene, picturesque
fishing villages and numerous lighthouses. It is a land and a people that live and breathe by the sea; a tapestry where
one can experience the cultures of Iceland, Ireland, Norway, England, France and Denmark all in one place! With more
than 18,000 miles of coastline, Newfoundland and Labrador make quite an impression! It is a place where light and
mystery dance over the landscape in equal measure. We dare you to come away without a special place in your heart
and a lasting footprint on your soul of the wonder of Newfoundland!

Newfoundland’s Wild West
Gros Morne National Park is the gem of this area. This UNESCO World Heritage site features 1,805 square kilometers of
haunting and strikingly gorgeous raw and beguiling natural scenery. The wild landscape is sprinkled with untamed,
windswept beaches, majestic fjords, and towering mountains providing the perfect backdrop for wildlife viewing, hiking,
and kayaking. To top that off, the area is filled with many artists that make their home here. Traveling up the Viking Trail
to the Great North Peninsula, there are whales, icebergs, caribou and the world’s largest concentration of moose
coexisting with tiny fishing villages and wilderness hamlets. A historical highlight is North America’s only authenticated
Norse site at L’Anse aux Meadows. Here we step back in time to that of the Vikings.

Newfoundland’s Historical and Picturesque East
We begin our journey in St. Johns, described as “a vibrant, historic, colorful, and contemporary city – 500 years young.”
It is a perfect mosaic of metropolitan luxury and small-town charm. Rows of traditional jelly-bean colored houses line
the lanes while modern structures line the waterfront. Quaint, picture-perfect tiny historic fishing villages with old
lighthouses and abundant marine wildlife and birds abound in the area. Trinity, a beautifully restored fishing village in
an idyllic natural setting, boasts remarkable ocean views, crooked streets, storybook salthouses and picket-fenced
gardens are a true delight. A bit further up the Bonavista Peninsula, Elliston is home to a large colony of puffins that one
can get up close and personal with. Bonavista offers some of the best whale watching in the world from either land or
sea. One feels they have stepped into the pages of a gorgeous calendar wherever they journey.

Now here’s the hard part!

How will you decide which coast of this island paradise beckons to you? Maybe do both.
Wild West Coast Itinerary at a Glance

Historic East Coast Itinerary at a Glance

Days 1 – 6

Days 1 – 4

Days 7 -8
Days 9 – 12
Day 13
Day 14

Gros Morne National Park:
Fjords, Artists, Culinary Treats
Remote Tuckamore Lodge; Moose,
Caribou, Wilderness and a Huge Tapestry
St. Anthony; Whales, Vikings and Icebergs
Port aux Choix
Return to Norris Point in Grand Morne

Hands-On Fiber Highlights:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Felting with Lorna McMaster & Knitting with “Shirl the Purl”
Rug Hooking with Molly White
Glass Art with Urv Manuel and other Studio Visits
Visiting the 227-foot French Shore Tapestry

Days 5 – 7
Days 8 – 11
Days 12 – 14

St John’s, the Oldest City in North America:
Exploring Ancient Colonies, Lighthouses, etc.
Trinity, The Picture- Perfect Historic Fishing
Village and Place to Relax
Bonavista: Whales, Icebergs, Art & Puffins
The Doctor’s House in Green Harbour;
A Country Seaside Oasis

Hands-On Fiber Art Highlights:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Historic mitten knitting with “Shirl the Purl”
Dyeing with Iceberg Water with Susan Furneaux
Rug Hooking with Winnie Glavine
Needle Landscape Felting with Morgaine Parnham

Our Fiber Arts Mentors

No need to be a knitter to enjoy tour!

Shirley Ann Scott
“Shirl the Purl” is a handknitter and a mitten designer who specializes in combining history
with knitting. “I am intrigued by the way that people who lived precarious existences in wild
rough places created works of knitted art, almost always without the benefit of such a simple
thing as electric light, and often without the benefit of literacy. My work springs from
admiration of their work.” Shirley is also the author of three amazing books of traditional
Newfoundland designs. She loves to create heritage garments ensuring that the craft skills
of our worthy ancestors are not lost. Shirley and co-author Christine LeGrow of Spindrift
Handknits have collected and studied mittens from across Newfoundland for the past 40
years. Recognizing the value of these artifacts, they have expertly and painstakingly
recreated more than 20 heritage patterns for today's knitter in the book Saltwater Mittens.
These mittens are as practical as they are beautiful, and Shirley is happy teach us this unique
technique.

Winnie Glavine,

“Achieving Overall Personal Wellness One Loop at a Time”
Winnie Glavine, owner of Hooked Creations NL, has been a passionate rug hooker since
2003. She is a juried member of both the Craft Council of Newfoundland and Labrador,
and Department of Tourism, Culture, Industry and Innovation, NL. Since receiving Rug
Hooking Guild of Newfoundland & Labrador (RHGNL) Teacher Accreditation in 2012,
Winnie has been an avid instructor, teaching at the annual RHGNL Rug School,
instructing through the Province’s Arts Smarts Program and many other venues.

Morgaine Parnham
is a textile artist from St John’s, Newfoundland. She is a graduate of the
College of the North Atlantic’s Textile: Craft & Apparel Design program. She
now lives in beautiful Bonavista, where she runs her shop and weaving studio,
Tree Line Fine Craft. Using a mixture of natural fibers, Morgaine is currently
creating woven goods for the home. Her line draws inspiration from the rich
and rugged Bonavista culture. She loves dyeing with iceberg water!

Katie Parnham
has worked in the craft industry for over 30 years, first as an instructor in
community craft training, and until retirement in 2017 as the Coordinating
Instructor of the two-year diploma program Textiles: Craft and Apparel
Design, College of the North Atlantic. Her knowledge of craft techniques is
extensive, and her commitment to craft education has been a lifelong passion.
Katie is a long standing and active board member of the Craft Council of
Newfoundland & Labrador.

Susan Furneaux
With natural dye and hand embroidery, Susan Furneaux creates contemporary
textile work for both function and adornment. Her current work explores the
settler history of her Newfoundland home, often perceived as a harsh and
isolated island. Susan's work celebrates the bounty of local color and materials
historically available to northern artists. Following traditional practices, Susan
grows and forages for dye plants as well as incorporates sustainable and
ethical locally harvested materials in her work. Eager to share her passion and
knowledge, Susan has taught classes throughout North America and is currently an instructor at the College of the North
Atlantic. Susan has been the recipient of the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts and Letters Award, The West Award for
Personal Expression, The Craft Council Annual Member’s Exhibit Jurors Choice Award and the Craft Council of
Newfoundland and Labrador’s Award for Excellence in Craft.

National Geographic named St. John’s one of the top ten oceanside cities in the world

Thursday, July 7

Arrive St. John’s, Newfoundland
Our tour begins in St John’s, the 500-year-old city is the oldest city
in the New World. St. John’s is a vibrant tapestry woven of the
old and new. Rows and rows of colorful houses, known as Jelly
Bean Row, line the hilly Victorian streets while modern structures
stand guard over the water. The city sits on the steep slope of a
sheltered harbor and is somewhat reminiscent of San Francisco in
some ways. St. John’s is a perfect mosaic of metropolitan luxury
and small-town charm. There are abundant dining options from
creative chefs offering Newfoundland’s distinctive cuisine like toutons, flipper pie, fish n’ brewis or a figgy duff. (Yes,
Newfoundland even has its own culinary vocabulary!). You might even want to get “schreeched in, “ a ceremony where
a non-Newfoundlander drinks a shot of screech (a special rum), does a short recitation of an age-old saying, eats a piece
of baloney and then kisses a cod. You are then officially welcomed to Newfoundland! The city offers a merriment of
musical options for the evenings, great hikes right out of the city, a small castle, fabulous museums and even a craft
brewery where they use 14,000-year-old iceberg water in their brewing process. One could spend weeks here to fit it all
in, but we will try to experience as much as we can in our four nights here. Be sure to bring good walking shoes!
Upon arrival in St. John’s, you will transfer on your own to The Roses Heritage Inn. Rather than one of the modern
hotels sprinkled throughout the city, we have chosen a more intimate, authentic lodging experience in jelly-bean
houses. The Roses Heritage Inn and adjacent Jelly Bean Inn are within walking distance of all major attractions of St.
John’s. The Roses is the longest running traditional bed and breakfast in the city where the rooms feature period
furniture and an impressive art collection. The Jelly Bean Inn was just refurbished this year. The two top floor decks
offer wonderful views of the harbor and sunrises over the ocean. This evening, we will gather for a welcome drink and
orientation followed by dinner as a group (not included) at one of the fabulous local restaurants. Overnight at The Roses
Heritage Inn and Jelly Bean Inn. (D)

You don’t need to be a knitter to enjoy tour!
There are lots of other things to do!

Friday, July 8

Exploring St. John’s
and a Knitting Workshop with “Shirl the Purl”
This morning, we enjoy a guided walking tour of many of the highlights of St. John’s.
In the afternoon, we meet Shirley Scott, a knitting goddess, instructor and author of
three books on Newfoundland knitting, for a workshop learning the traditional
patterns of Newfoundland’s unique mittens. "Woolen mittens have long been a
Newfoundlander's best friend. In a quirky climate of freeze, thaw, blow, and drizzle,
good mittens made all tasks easier-- to split birch, hammer a nail, gut a fish, draw
water, hang clothes, shoot a seabird, or snare a rabbit. Social life, too, always
required the finest mittens and gloves. “

Shirley and co-author Christine LeGrow of Spindrift
Handknits have collected and studied mittens from
across Newfoundland for the past 40 years.
Recognizing the value of these artifacts, they have
expertly and painstakingly recreated more than 20
heritage patterns for today's knitter in their book
Saltwater Mittens. These mittens are as practical as
they are beautiful and Shirley loves teaching this
unique technique. We will spend a day and a half learning to knit traditional
mittens. During the workshop, we will have time to knit at least one mitten. We can then continue on with the second
mitten throughout our journey. For those with less knitting experience, there is the option of making a “wrister”
(fingerless glove). If you have no interest in knitting all, there are certainly many other options to explore in place of this
activity. Dinner is on your own tonight to discover St. John’s delightful gastronomic delights. Overnight at The Roses
Heritage Inn and Jelly Bean Inn. (B)

Saturday, July 9

Discovering the Treasures of the Irish Loop

Ferryland, the Irish Heart of Newfoundland
Lighthouses, Fishing Villages, Traditional Tunes, and a Gourmet Picnic

Today we spend a full day meandering along the eastern side of the scenic “Irish Loop” on the Avalon Peninsula. Skirting
the rugged coast south of St. John’s, it is a wondrous journey of incredible vistas, charming coves and numerous
enchantments. We’ll begin by exploring Cape Spear, where the continent of North America ends. It is an incredible
photo opportunity (see photo above). We can tour the lighthouse, the oldest constructed one in the province. It was
built in 1835 and has historic artifacts we can see and visit a couple of wonderful art galleries. When standing on this
most easterly point of North American, it’s easy to understand why Newfoundland has its own unique time zone. It
really does exist in a world of its own.
We carry on south to the fishing village of Ferryland, one of Newfoundland’s earliest settlements and the home of the
original Colony of Avalon founded by George Calvert in 1621. These arrivals from England and Ireland referred to this as
the “land of fishes.” Here there is an
archeological dig of the original stone
settlement buildings. We can look over the
shoulders of working archeologists as they
uncover these treasures including the
foundations of houses and a cobblestone
street built in the 17th century. Ferrlyland
also has a museum that is housed in the old
courthouse.
We can learn about the
characters and legends of the town’s history.
It is here in Ferryland that we have a special
treat in store – an organic gourmet picnic
lunch by the lighthouse provided by
Lighthouse Picnics. The caterer has been
listed in Where to Eat in Canada for more

Quidi Vidi Fishing Village
than a decade. Walking out to the lighthouse, we’ll enjoy our delicious meal sitting in an open grass field gazing at the
spectacular ocean views.
From here, we’ll carry on to Sullivan’s Songhouse for an afternoon of traditional music and storytelling. In the intimate
setting of the traditional kitchen of Sean Sullivan’s home, we’ll enjoy a two-hour musical getaway. Sean is joined by a
special guest musician while he tells tales of his experience “growing up in a house where songs and stories were a
major part of his Irish-Newfoundland heritage.”
You might pull out your knitting as we travel back as we came to St. John’s in the early evening. But be warned, the
scenery is so wonderful you just might not be able to pull your eyes away from it, even for the second time! Overnight
at The Roses Heritage Inn and Jelly Bean Inn. (B,L)

Sunday, July 10

Quidi Vidi and More Traditional Knitting

This morning, we enjoy more time knitting with Shirl the Purl at our hotel working on our mittens. In the afternoon, we’ll
head out to the picturesque fishing village of Quidi Vidi with its Battery dating to 1762. It is one of the oldest parts of St.
John’s only a few kilometers from the city. Here we will visit the Quidi Vidi Arts Plantation where we can meet a variety
of artists working in their studios. It is a unique operation where The Plantation provides the artists with workshops and
training so that they “can maximize their potential as emerging entrepreneurs.” We’ll also have lunch at Mallard’s
Cottage, the oldest cottage in North America built in the 1750’s (cost not included).
No visit would be complete without a stop at the Quidi Vidi Brewery where we will taste the local brew made from the
water from icebergs that formed tens of thousands of years ago. It gives a whole new meaning to ice cold beer. There
are no minerals and lots of tiny bubbles trapped inside which gives the beer a noticeably light taste. Overnight at The
Roses Heritage Inn and Jelly Bean Inn. (B)

Monday, July 11

To the Peaceful Haven of Trinity

Today we leave the hustle and bustle of St. John’s and head for Trinity, one of the most special places in all of
Newfoundland. We’ll describe the town that Fodor’s Travel named one of the jewels of Newfoundland in more detail in
a bit. We are covering quite a distance today (approximately 3 ½ hours if one were to drive straight through) so you
might want to have your mitten project handy to pass the time. However, en route, we will make several interesting
stops and detours. Our first will be the charming villages of Brigus and Cupids located on Conception Bay. Brigus is
known for its lovely stonewalled streams, old buildings and vibrant gardens. Cupids is quite historical because merchant
John Guy landed here in 1610 to stake our England’s first colony in Canada.
Now don’t laugh… our next stop is the town of Dildo. You laughed, didn’t you? Yes, that is not a typo and the town
refuses to change its name. While it is almost mandatory to take a photo with the town sign, Dildo is actually a
charming place to linger for a while. Here one can often see whales, birds and maybe even an iceberg. A bit further on
up the road, we stop in Carbonear for lunch at The Stone Jug (not included), built from spectacular stone and woodwork
in a world-class heritage building. The Canadian menu emphasizes locally sourced ingredients in the lovingly restored
setting.
Ahhh… Trinity! It is like stepping back in time and the perfect antidote to the frenzy of St. John’s. Most people only stop
here for a day trip as accommodations are few. But we will languish here for three nights and settle into the relaxed
pace of a time gone by. Our aim here is to limit our agenda and simply relish the peaceful scenery, historic architecture
and to soak up the solitude of a beautiful natural setting once the day trippers have gone home.
Our accommodations in Trinity are a bit unusual for a Loom Dancer Odysseys tour. We will split up and stay in a
combination of historic rooms at the Artisan Inn and private historic houses, some of which are traditional salt box
houses. The Artisan Inn is not just one building, but rather a collection of buildings “woven into the historic fabric of
Trinity.” The New York Times once credited Tineke, the owner, as a pioneer in the concept of a Diffused Hotel. Tonight,
we will enjoy a candlelit group dinner at the highly acclaimed Twine Loft, originally a fishing shed build over the water.
The restaurant is recommended by Where to Eat in Canada and requires reservations well in advance as people come
from all over Newfoundland to eat here. The menu emphasizes locally sourced foods. Overnight at Artisan Inn and
Private Homes. (B,D)
©Above photo courtesy of Artisan Inn

Tuesday, July 12

Free Day to Relax and Explore Trinity
Today is at your leisure to enjoy the view
from your deck, relax and explore on your
own. Breakfast will be served at the Twine
Loft.

Trinity is a beautifully restored fishing
village in a picture-perfect natural setting.
It was the chosen location to film the
movie, The Shipping News. Its remarkable
ocean views, crooked streets, storybook
salthouses and picket-fenced gardens are
a true delight. And all of this is easily
explored on foot. It takes only 25 minutes
to stroll around its entire circumfrance.
Trinity has a colorful history and is one of
the oldest settlements on the continent.
Its harbor has provided access and refuge
from the wild North Atlantic since the
early 16th century when it was once used
by European fishermen. West Countrymen
from England began using it as a summer
station in the migratory fishery in the 1570s, and in 1615 Richard Whitbourne (later Sir Richard) held a Court of the
Admiralty, the first of its kind in the New World. The harbor once claimed to hold the entire British Navy. (The
preceeding is adapted from Gordon Handcock’s “The Story of Trinity.”
Your options are many for this day. You may choose to take a guided kayak tour or whale watching trip in Trinity Bay,
peruse the many galleries and shops, hike the Skerwink Trail, explore the historic buildings, dine at one of the many
culinary treasures or simply read a book or knit on your deck. Overnight at Artisan Inn and Private Homes. (B)

Wednesday, July 13

Woolly Bits and a Theatric Journey Through the Historic Lanes of Trinity

This morning, Shirl the Purl joins us again for another morning of fiber fun! We’ll finish up knitting our first mitten (if you
haven’t already) with her and be ready
to begin work on the second one on our
own through the rest of the journey
This afternoon, we have a unique treat!
Starting at 2PM, we will participate in
the Trinity Pageant, an outdoor theater
experience created by Rising Tide
Theatre, where the audience is led on a
journey on foot through the lanes and
roads of Trinity by local Newfoundland
actors. They recreate the past, full of
laughter and tears, and bring to life the
rich history of the area. After having
immersed ourselves in the peaceful
ambiance of Trinity, this will provide a
unique context to the town. Overnight
at Artisan Inn and Private Homes. (B)

Thursday, July 14

To Bonavista

Puffins, Berries and the Root Cellar Capital of the World
We leave Trinity today and meander north along the coast of the Bonavista
Peninsula. With our final destination being the town of Bonavista (1-hour drive, but
we’ll make many diversions). Our first stop is Union House Arts in Port Union, a new
community art space that is committed to supporting and exhibiting works
produced by local artists and craftspeople. The endeavor’s mission is “build
awareness, understanding, and allyship with Indigenous peoples and settlers across
the province and Turtle Island (the land mass also known as North America).” We’ll
also pop into the Women’s Institute Craft Shop. Next stop is Elliston Point to see the Atlantic Puffin. It is
Newfoundland’s official provincial bird and just plain adorable! About 300 nesting pairs of puffins inhabit the Point
during breeding season and we are lucky enough to be here at that time. This is one of the top spots in North America
to view puffins from land and to be able to get close up to a puffin colony without hopping on a boat. We sit remarkably
near to the birds so the viewing can be superb.
Elliston is also known as the Root Capital of the World with more than 130 root cellars in the town, half of which are in
working order today. These traditional food storage systems were, and
are, used for vegetables such as potatoes and carrots. In the days before
electricity, root cellars were critical to survival in the harsh winters as
they keep the vegetables from freezing in the winter and cool in the
summer. Today, root cellars are often shared by several families and
help to promote a real sense of community in Elliston.
Following lunch, we travel the Maberly Route, a scenic road less traveled
that is one of the best kept secrets through the beauty of this area. The
route takes us to an old time Newfoundland community settled in the

19th century. On the loop, there are vast berry hills that have produced delicious jams for generations and rugged coastal
views. Soon, we arrive in Bonavista near the tip of the peninsula where our accommodation for the next four nights is
the Harbour Quarters Inn, located right on the Bonavista Harbour Front. The hotel is a registered Heritage Inn, built
circa 1920 and has been completely restored. While not luxurious, it is centrally located and each room is furnished with
locally made furniture, and the inn offers exquisite views of the captivating coastline. Tonight, we dine as a group.
Overnight at Harbour Quarters Inn. (B,D)

Friday, July 15

A Walk to Spillars Cove
and a Unique Dyeing Workshop
Using the Salt and Water from Icebergs!

When John Cabot made landfall in 1497, it is believed it was the tip of the peninsula, he supposedly exclaimed “O buono
vista!” which translated into English means roughly “oh happy sight!” The town of Bonavista was thus later named and
today is a vibrant community with some of the best vantage points in the world for viewing whales, puffins and icebergs.
Dense forest becomes rocky shores where small groups of old and new houses dwell. Picturesque fishing boats dot the
harbor. This all provides the perfect backdrop for our two days of fiber arts with textile artists Morgaine Parnham, Katie
Parnham and Susan Furnreaux (see their bios on Page 3). This morning we will
enjoy a leisurely walk to Spillars Cove, soon to be designated as a UNESCO site.
Here we can sketch or photograph the rugged coastline forged by thousands of
years of exposure to the natural elements. The Chimney, a prominent sea stack, is
an iconic site. This untamed landscape with is rocky cove and wild rock formations
serve as in inspiration for our day of landscape felting on Sunday.
This afternoon, we experience the traditional dye plants of Newfoundland and
Labrador with master dyer, Susan Furneaux. We’ll coax bright yellows and earthy
greens on wool and silk roving from the northern dye plants pearly everlasting and
golden rod. Collecting leaves and wildflowers, we use them to create texture and
color on silk fabric through eco-printing techniques. We even incorporate the
natural salt and water from icebergs often seen from the shore. Over the past 30
years, Susan has researched the history and applied the traditional fiber techniques of
Newfoundland and Labrador. She is passionate about sharing her knowledge with others.
At the end of the workshop you will have a palette of natural color on fiber to work with
in the creation of your felted artwork. The material we dye will be used to create our
works of art with Morgaine and Katie on Sunday. Overnight at Harbour Quarters Inn. (B)

Saturday, July 16

The Humpback Capital of the World

Whales, Art, Puffins, Hiking and much more. The choice is yours…

As one never knows about the weather in Newfoundland (that might be an understatement!), we want to give our
naturally dyed wool plenty of time to dry in time for our workshop tomorrow. So today, we take a break from our
workshop to explore the wonders of Bonavista and its surroundings. First, as a group in the morning, we’ll drive out to
Cape Bonavista together for its views and its lighthouse and magnificent scenery. The afternoon is free to choose the
activities of your choice.

Afternoon Options on Your Own
Whale Watching By Land or Sea

Newfoundland is truly one of the most spectacular whale watching places on earth. Every year the world’s largest
population of humpbacks return to feed on capelin, krill, and squid along the coast. And 21 other species of whales and
dolphins visit along with them, including the minke, sperm, pothead, fin, and orca. You’ll find them here between May
and September, feeding and frolicking just off the shore. If you want to get even closer, you can do take a boat-based
excursion this afternoon.

Hiking Trails
There are a variety of magnificent hiking trails all around the area to choose from.

A Puffin Hike
If you can never get enough of puffins, you might opt for a Puffin Hike with a local guide where you visit 7 colonies.
While learning about puffins and other seabird ecology, you also step back in time as your guide offers insight into the
history and culture of this coastline. You’ll also learn about edible, medicinal and poisonous plants in the area.

Explore the Arts of Church Street
Wander the many art studios and craft shops on Church Street.
In the evenings while we are in Bonavista, you may want to check on tickets to see a performance at the beautifully
restored Garrick Theater or on their lawn. Overnight at Harbour Quarters Inn. (B)

Sunday, July 17

Landscape Felting Workshop and Spinning
with Morgaine Parnham and Katie Parnham

Today we continue our fiber arts
workshop with mother and daughter
team, Morgaine and Katie Parnham.
On Friday, we drew inspiration from
the rugged landscape of Spillers Cove
and The Dungeon, two breathtaking
local geological sites.
Today, we are incorporating the image of our choice and our hand-dyed
fiber from Friday with Susan into one-of-a-kind work of textile art. Using
a variety of techniques such as needle felting and embroidery upon the
felt base provided, Morgaine and Katie Parnham will work with us to
translate the design into fiber art. It may be a literal translation into felt
or just simple inspiration from the colors. The choice is yours.
Once your work is complete, the option is there to learn the basics of spinning using a drop spindle using the remaining
of the fleece previously dyed in the natural dye workshop. Each of us will be able to take home the spindle at the end of
the workshop so that we can work on perfecting our technique. Overnight at Harbour Quarters Inn. (B)

Monday, July 18

To the Doctor’s House

in

Green’s Harbour

We have a bit of a long drive today (approximately 4 hours, so it’s a good time to work on your knitting!) back toward St.
John’s. We stop about an hour shy of the city at the Doctor’s House, a 150-acre ocean front estate with old world charm.
Their website says it all: “Acres and acres of rambling fields, forests and English gardens. Newfoundland ponies, goats
and free roaming birds. Breathtaking sunsets over the crystal-clear waters of Hopeall Bay. Complete with roaring
fireplace, beautiful gardens views, and European stone patios. If nature had a paradise, this would be it!” The Doctor’s
House is also home to the Secret Garden Restaurant which is surrounded by their own organic gardens and
greenhouses. This is Foodie Heaven! The Doctor’s House is truly Newfoundland’s hidden jewel of accommodations and
our home for our last three nights in Newfoundland!
More than 50 years ago, a young Irish
couple began the building of this country
sanctuary over several decades. Dr. Charlie
Boddie was a Doctor of Psychiatry in St.
Johns. His wife, Mary Boddie, was an animal
lover and an avid gardener creating this
peaceful oasis. For over 50 years, this
Tudor-style
sanctuary
was
under
construction. Out of their dream came this
luxury retreat for poets, artists and lucky
wanderers such as us. We will spend three
glorious nights and days here. The rooms
are small, but oh so charming. Tonight we
dine as a group to welcome us to The
Doctor’s House. We have the entire inn
and the Guest House. Dinner and overnight
at The Doctor’s House. (B,D)

The view from the Doctor’s House

Tuesday, July 19

A Rug Hooking Workshop with Winnie Glavine

Today we enjoy a lovely day, in a relaxed atmosphere, engaged in
fiber art on the beautiful grounds of the Doctor’s House with rug
hooking artist, Winnie Glavine. Rug hooking is believed to date
back to the early part of the 19th century in Yorkshire, England.
Weavers from the mills would
collect thrums that they took home
and pulled through a backing to
create floor mats. However, there
is evidence that actual technique of
hooking woolen loops through a
base fabric dates back even further
and was employed by the Vikings
whose families may have brought it to Scotland. Rug hooking has a
particularly interesting history as a textile craft in Newfoundland
where, in its earliest years, it was likely a craft of poverty. While in
the 1830’s it became fashionable to have man-made carpets for the
houses of the rich, poor women found materials in their scrap bags to make home-made floor
coverings. They used whatever materials they had on hand. The designs were often based on
which part of the island it was made in. Rug hooking was considered a “country craft,” but today
rug hooking is considered a fine art. Today’s artists blend innovation and experimentation with tradition to create works
of art. Winnie will begin with a brief history of rug hooking in Newfoundland. She will show us some samples of early
rugs and tools. Winnie uses a variety of fabrics for her rug hooking. She rips or scissor cuts clothing into strips to create
functional hooked mats, wall hangings, denim bags and she even hooks mittens. Following her hands-on instruction, we
are on our way to creating a beautiful and traditional masterpiece. Winnie will provide one-on-one instruction so that
everyone can learn at their own pace and skill level. Topping off the perfect day, this evening, back at the Doctor’s
House, we’ll enjoy an outdoor fire on the ocean shore (weather permitting). Overnight at the Doctor’s House. (B,L)

Wednesday, July 20 More Hooking
and Some Free Time to Say “Ahhh…”
Yay, this morning we work again with Winnie and finish our hooked project.
The afternoon is at your leisure to relax, enjoy the beauty and serenity of
the Doctor’s House at your own pace. You might explore the grounds and
trails. The beautiful English Gardens are filled with maples and over 25 types
of flowering trees and shrubs who’s blossoms create an amazing natural
tapestry. You can visit with the different animals that roam
the 150-acre property including Newfoundland ponies, cows,
sheep, hens and several species of birds. You can even help
with the feeding. Maybe you just crave a little tranquility and
peace and can opt for a treatment at the spa or relax in the
hot tub. Enjoy a beverage, light lunch or snack (not included)
and lose yourself in the beauty all around you.
Tonight, we dine as a group with a five-course gourmet
farewell dinner and reminisce about all the magical
moments we experienced in Newfoundland. Overnight at
the Doctor’s House. (B,D)

Thursday, July 21

Flights Home

Sadly, our wonderful journey has come to a close. This
morning, you will be driven back to St. John’s. Since flights will depart at all different times, you will be dropped in the
city for some last-minute shopping, museums, etc. before making your way to the airport via taxi on your own. We think
you will agree that it is impossible to see all the wonders of Newfoundland in just one visit. We are guessing that you
just might be planning an itinerary for your next visit before your plane has even taken off. (B)



Land Costs Include:
▪

▪
▪

14 Nights, double occupancy (all in individually
atmospheric accommodations- no large impersonal
chain hotels!). Single accommodations available at
additional cost (see below)
Private tours and museum visits
5 Days of fiber arts workshops including all materials
(all workshops are optional – you need not participate in all of
them; there is a lot to do otherwise)

▪
▪

▪

Private mini-coach and local expert guide
Private visits and demonstrations with talented
knitters, weavers, spinners, artists and textile
designers
Daily breakfast (B) and other meals as described,
lunches (L), dinners (D)

Loom Dancer Odysseys
does not believe in large group, bargain or
“ordinary” tours. Instead, we strive to immerse
the creative and adventurous traveler into the
wondrous world of global fiber arts with quality
cultural encounters. Our typical group size is
limited to 12-16 participants to allow for a more
hands-on, intimate travel experience.

We invite you to join us.
Be a creative traveler, not a tourist.



Land Costs Exclude:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cost

Any air or ferry transportation (we will be happy to make recommendations)
Meals not designated on the itinerary
Any item not specifically included in your program including snacks, extra personal beverages &
bottled water, etc. other than during designated meals, alcoholic beverages
Excess baggage fees, laundry, and other items of a personal nature not specifically listed
Tips for your guide, drivers, hotel porters and other service staff
Additional insurance of any kind
$4,375 Per Person Based on Double Occupancy; $4,075 Per Person for Non-Fiber artist
If you prefer a single room, please contact us for the single supplement.
**Accommodations for this tour typically charge very close to the same rate whether there are one or two people sharing
the room. Thus, the Single Supplement is rather costly. Please contact us with any questions.

Save Your Spot!
Please call our office for details or questions!
800.369.3033 (from US Only) ~ 970.728.6743

PO Box 22128, Telluride, CO 81435 ~ loomdance@aol.com ~ www.loomdancerodysseys.com
Natureqst@aol.com ~ 800.369.3033 ~ 970.728.6743 ~ Fax 970.728.7081

800.369.3033 (from US Only) ~ 970.728.6743

